Abstract-A terahertz spectrometer capable of steady-state and time-resolved measurements over the 0.1-3.5-THz spectral region has been built. This spectrometer routinely produces and detects terahertz pulses that exhibit signal-to-noise ratios (SNR's) greater than 6000 in the time domain and a spectral noise floor of magnitude 2.7 2 10 04 . Hence, the spectrometer achieves nearly four decades of dynamic range in the frequency domain. Two pulse generation processes are observed to give rise to the measured terahertz pulse. High-quality optical pump-terahertz probe data on h111i GaAs samples are presented, demonstrating the applicability of this spectrometer to the study of optically induced dynamical processes. Non-Drude relaxation behavior is observed in the transient terahertz spectra.
I. INTRODUCTION

G
ENERATION of pulsed terahertz radiation [1] , [5] (1 THz 33.3 cm 4.1 meV) that is useful for precise spectroscopic studies in the far-infrared (FIR) spectral region is crucial for obtaining experimental descriptions of condensed phase dynamical problems, such as reactioninduced solvent reorganization in liquid solutions. Such experimental information is relevant to understanding how reacting molecules lose excess energy and are, thereby, able to move out of the "transition state" to become "products" [2] - [4] . Part of this excess energy is due to orientational strain. This strain may be understood as a summation over the torques exerted by the solute electric field on the solvent molecules. This torque is strong immediately following the optically induced change in solute electronic state and, hence, dipole moment. As a result of this perturbation, the surrounding solvent molecules suddenly find themselves oriented at odds with respect to the excited solute electric field. The strain, then, is relaxed through reorientation of these molecules into more energetically (i.e., coulombically) favorable configurations. The degrees of freedom used in this equilibration process are translational and rotational motions that are resonant with and, therefore, absorb terahertz radiation. Hence, the process of reaction-induced molecular reorganization is, in principle, experimentally observable through the optical pump-terahertz probe measurement whereby the terahertz spectral response of the sample is measured at various times following the initiation of the reaction.
While numerous groups have successfully generated and measured terahertz pulses in the past 15 years [5] , the spectroscopic applications, for the most part, have been steady-state measurements of the frequency dependent power absorption coefficient and index of refraction of semiconductors [6] , molecular gases [7] and molecular liquids [8] - [11] . By contrast, the first optical pump-FIR probe experiment was performed a decade ago [12] , and only a handful of such studies have since been reported [13] - [15] . Furthermore, the first comprehensive study of a reactive liquid solution still lies in the future. However, preliminary results on liquid solutions and molecular thin films have recently been reported [16] - [18] .
Some requirements for construction of a spectrometer that is optimal for optical pump-probe studies may now be stated. Foremost in importance is the development of a terahertz pulse generation and detection system that is sensitive enough to detect the optical pump-induced response. Second, an intense optical pump source capable of initiating a large nonequilibrium response, in the sample, such as a chemical reaction, must be available. Finally, pulse-train repetition rates lower than the excited state decay rate of the solute molecule are necessary. One option for construction of a system characterized as stated is to employ the technique of cavity-dumping. The purpose of cavity-dumping a high-repetition-rate oscillator is to increase the pulse energy and provide control over the repetition-rate of the emitted pulse train. While amplification of high-repetition-rate oscillators is an obvious way to increase pulse energy, amplifiers introduce significant noise to the experimental system. Cavity-dumping is a good alternative if the desired increase in pulse energy (versus that of the mode-locked oscillator) is about one order of magnitude [19] , [20] . The present home-built cavity-dumped Ti:sapphire (CD-TS) oscillator operates without additional noise (relative to the mode-locked output) in the cavity-dumped pulse train. A detailed description of the home-built oscillator system used herein is given elsewhere [20] . Cavity-dumped Ti:sapphire systems have recently been employed in numerous optical experiments in solutions [21] - [24] . A description of a cavitydumped pulse-driven terahertz spectrometer whose performance satisfies the above requirements is the subject of this paper. OC refers to the 2% output coupler, P1 and P2 to intracavity fused silica prisms, M1 and M2 to 10 cm radius of curvature focusing mirrors, M3 and M4 to 15 cm radius of curvature focusing mirrors, T to the Ti:sapphire crystal, B to the Bragg cell and EM to the high-reflecting end mirror. (b) A diagram of the optical pump-terahertz probe spectrometer is presented. The single black line indicates the path taken by optical beams and the double black lines marks the path followed by the terahertz beam. P1-1P4 refer to paraboloidal reflectors The paper is organized as follows. A detailed description of the experimental apparatus is provided in Section II including characterization of the terahertz pulses. Section III discusses the novel, hybrid approach employed for generation of terahertz radiation via cavity-dumped pulse excitation of the terahertz source. Use of the optical pump-terahertz probe spectrometer for the study of carrier dynamics in GaAs is then discussed in Section IV. General conclusions are made in Section V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The home-built cavity-dumped oscillator shown in Fig. 1(a) is based on the "standard" four-mirror Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator [25] - [27] , and is capable of generating sub-20-fs pulses. Two 15-cm radius of curvature mirrors were added in a Z-fold configuration surrounding a 3-mm-wide fused-silica Bragg cell; the latter is situated at the focal point between these two mirrors and is oriented so that the lasing radiation is Brewster incident upon the faces of the cell. The delay (distance) between the Bragg cell (B) and the end mirror (EM) is adjusted corresponding to the design of Arnett et al. [20] . That is, the distance is set so that temporal coincidence in the Bragg cell between the outward-going optical pulse and the maximum of one oscillation of the RF pulse and between the returning pulse and the next maximum of the RF pulse (delayed by 2.5 ns) is obtained. This improved timing with the RF pulse maxima allows dumping 80% of the intracavity energy, although 60%-70% dumping is chosen for improved long term stability. Pulse-to-pulse intensity fluctuations are the same as a four-mirror oscillator, and long term stability is only slightly degraded. Pre-/postpulse contrast is 500:1 and residual pulse chirp is compensated with extra-cavity fused silicon prisms.
The output of the CD-TS laser, characterized by a 250-kHz pulse train delivering 15-mW average power in 60-nJ pulses, is directed into the optical pump-terahertz probe spectrometer illustrated in Fig. 1 (b) In this experimental configuration, a 50/50 pellicle beam splitter (3 m thickness) is used to direct a portion of the main beam [termed optical pump beam in Fig. 1(b) ] onto the first time delay stage for the purpose of introducing an optical perturbation in the sample. This stage delays the arrival of the optical pump pulse relative to the arrival time of the peak of the terahertz probe pulse. The optical power in this pump beam is typically 4.0 mW and, thereby, delivers a 16-nJ pulse to the sample. A 6.25-cm doublet lens is used to focus the pump beam through a 2.0-mm hole along the optical axis of the Au-coated paraboloid into the sample. Corrections in the position of the pump beam on the sample may be made through small translations of this lens.
The transmitting antenna structure, described in detail elsewhere [28] , [29] , is composed of two 10-m-wide gold transmission lines on a semi-insulating GaAs wafer. The separation between the parallel lines is 80 m and a 65-V bias is applied to the transmitter. The 0.8 mW of 790-nm Ti:sapphire radiation is focused with a 2.5-cm diode doublet lens onto the "F-chip" source producing a sudden population of carriers in the region of the GaAs between the two transmission lines. The GaAs is irradiated with a defocused optical beam (diameter 50 m) to prevent premature circuit burnout by the potentially excessive current in the antenna generated by the more intense, sharply focused cavity-dumped pulse. The approximately half-toroidal volume of terahertz radiation emitted from the back side of the GaAs wafer is collected by a high-resistivity Si lens. A paraboloidal-flat-paraboloidal combination of Au-coated mirrors is used to collimate, direct and focus the beam of terahertz pulses into the sample, respectively. A similar combination of optics is used to collect, direct and focus the terahertz beam into a 1.5-mm-thick ZnTe electrooptic sensor, where the terahertz signal is detected by the Pockel's effect [30] . Fig. 2 (a) illustrates the measured terahertz electric field profile (in bold) obtained without a sample present. This trace is an average of 6-7-ps duration, 280 data point scans, each requiring four minutes of data acquisition time. The noise associated with this temporal profile is shown at negative delay time (light solid line), and is magnified by a factor of 1000. The optical gating beam passes through the ZnTe EO sensor, a plate and a Rochon beam-splitting polarizer and is incident on a pair of balanced photodiodes (New Focus "Nirvana"). The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the resulting averaged pulse is 6300. This value was obtained through calculation of the standard-of-deviation of the noise (shown in expansion) followed by inversion and multiplication by the peak signal value (which in this case was unity). An alternative method for the determination of this quantity is explained below. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the spectral characteristics of the measured terahertz pulse. This spectrum results from Fouriertransformation of the measured temporal profile. The lighter trace in Fig. 2(b) represents the noise spectrum of the detection system in the terahertz spectrometer. For this measurement, the bias across the antenna was removed and the optical beam incident on the terahertz source was blocked in order to eliminate any contaminating terahertz field generated via rectification [31] . Only the probe beam still illuminated the detection optics and photodiodes. An average of 6-7-ps scans was acquired, as in the previous measurement of the terahertz pulse, and was Fourier transformed to give the noise spectrum. As evident in this figure, the noise floor for this terahertz spectrometer was found to lie at 2.7 10 allowing nearly four decades of dynamic range. The inverse of this number is roughly 3700, yielding a second (relative to the value of 6300 reported above) value for the SNR. This technique of reporting SNR probably yields the more legitimate result because it clearly reflects the limiting spectral magnitude for signal detectability. Fig. 2(b) also indicates that the bandwidth of the terahertz pulse extends to above 3.5 THz. For comparison with the pulse spectrum measured by this low-repetitionrate, cavity-dumped terahertz (CD-THz) spectrometer, the spectrum obtained from a 84 MHz, output-coupled terahertz (OC-THz) spectrometer [8] (employing an antenna-type of detector) is illustrated as the dashed line in Fig. 2(b) . The OCTHz spectrum is somewhat broader than the CD-THz result. However, the CD-THz spectrum demonstrates dynamic range greater than that of the high-repetition-rate system; the roughly constant signal level of the OC-THz spectrum above 5.0 THz indicates a value of about 3.0 10 for the associated noise floor. Thus, the measured dynamic range of the CD-THz signal is roughly an order of magnitude greater at frequencies below 2 THz. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Dynamic Range of Spectrometer
B. Mechanism for Terahertz Generation
The difference in appearance between the spectral profiles of the CD-THz and OC-THz signals in Fig. 2(b) is indicative of a difference between the mechanisms of terahertz pulse generation and detection. Sensitivity to the pulse generation mechanism is further borne out in a comparison of the (temporal) peak terahertz signal dependence on applied dc bias. The peak value of the terahertz signal was observed to scale linearly with applied bias from 0 to 70 V illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . Conversely, the peak OC-THz signal's voltage dependence was observed to be nonlinear when optical illumination of the source is near the anode, especially at higher values of applied bias where the dependence exhibits obvious cubic behavior [28] , [29] . This linear dependence is reminiscent of the bias dependence of the peak terahertz amplitude that is generated from 30-m-long antenna structures on SOS substrates. In this case, a linear signal-bias dependence was observed and the carrier dynamics in the source antenna were attributed to ohmic conduction [32] . Fig. 3(b) presents the bias dependence of the terahertz signals presented in a way that is more sensitive to the deviations from the (observed) linear peak terahertz signal dependence. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the frequency-domain magnitude spectra of a series of terahertz pulses measured with different dc voltages applied to the source antenna. These spectra were plotted in semilog format and normalized to the peak at 0.5 THz. Because the spectra are normalized, the different linear amplification factors for the different dc-bias values are eliminated. Hence, the nonoverlapping spectral line shapes indicate that a nonlinear terahertz generation process contributes to the observed terahertz signal. The mechanism for nonlinear (with respect to applied bias) generation of the terahertz pulse is likely to be the same mechanism responsible for OC-THz generation given the identical structure of the terahertz sources. This process was originally attributed by Grischkowsky and co-workers [28] , [29] in their characterization of the GaAs Fchip source to hole injection at the anode due to high localized fields in the anode region of the chip. That is, it is known [24] that defects in GaAs have a larger capture cross section for electrons than for holes. Therefore, on illumination of the antenna in the 5-m region near the anode ( 65 V), the holes are accelerated toward the cathode (0 V) whereas the electrons (or a subset thereof) become trapped near the anode. Hence an increased electron density exists in a micron-sized illuminated area near the anode. This effectively static body of charge gives rise to an enhanced local field that lowers the barrier to hole injection from the anode. This second source of electrical carriers gives rise to a net nonlinear current, and, consequently, a nonlinear terahertz signal dependence on applied bias. Indeed, a nonlinear peak signal dependence on dc-bias was observed in the OC-THz generation study [29] ; however, a linear dependence is observed in the CDTHz case. The explanation for this inconsistency is that the nonlinear signal effect is present in the CD-THz signal, but is not easily observable in the apparently linear peak terahertz-voltage data. That is, CD-THz generation involves a diminished nonlinear contribution relative to the magnitude of the nonlinear contribution in OC-THz generation.
Further support for this view regarding the reduced yet finite magnitude of the nonlinear mechanism in CD-THz generation may be obtained from a carrier population-based analysis of the two terahertz generation techniques. The approximate calculation of the carrier density is useful for performing this population analysis. This quantity may be defined as where is the carrier density, is the volume occupied by the carriers which absorb the optical radiation and is the number of optically created carriers per pulse.
was approximated by a cylindrical volume of height equal to an optical penetration depth of 700 nm [33] and radius equal to the focused beam radius. The calculation of took into account the reflectivity ofr GaAs of 33% [33] . For a 0.8-mW pulse train with a repetition rate of 250 kHz, the number of carriers is determined to be 1.6 10 per pulse and the carrier density per pulse 1 corresponding to a 50-m spot diameter is calculated to be 1.2 10 carriers/cm . For the OC-THz generation technique, the 84-MHz 2.5-mW optical beam is focused to a 5-m beam diameter on the terahertz source, so the number of carriers created per optical pulse is calculated to be 1.5 10 . Hence, the carrier density per pulse corresponding to a 5-m spot diameter for the OC-THz generation technique is 1.1 10 carriers/cm . Therefore, the carrier densities for the CD-and OC-THz generation techniques are roughly equal. However, the carriers in the CD-THz case are distributed over a much larger region. The quantity yields the percentage of CD-THz generated carriers that are created in the 5-m region near the anode, where the increased electron density must exist in order for the enhanced field effect to be large enough to induce hole injection. Only 1% of the total number of carriers created per cavity-dumped pulse are nascent inside of this 5-m region. Therefore, hole injection [28] and the resulting nonlinear conduction of the carriers, an effect that is not possible in low-field regions far from the anode, are attributed to motion by this (small) fraction of electrical carriers. The remaining carriers are created outside of the anode region and are, therefore, linearly conducted across the antenna. The dc-bias dependence of the peak terahertz signal is dominated by these ohmically conducted carriers. Hence, the observed peak terahertz signal dependence on applied bias appears linear. The combination of these two observations, the linear peak terahertz-voltage dependence and the nonlinearity apparent in the terahertz magnitude-voltage dependence, indicate that (at least) two terahertz generation mechanisms give rise to the terahertz pulse generated by the cavity-dumped oscillator-powered terahertz spectrometer.
Another effect, optical rectification [31] of the source, might contribute to the nonlinear bias dependence indicated by the differences in the spectra of Fig. 3(b) . This second source of terahertz radiation would cause the dc voltage dependence of the signal amplitude to appear to behave in a nonlinear fashion, especially at lower bias values, since rectification is independent of bias. However, this effect is not apparent in the voltage dependence shown in Fig 3(a) . Moreover, when the applied bias was removed, no terahertz signal polarized along the axes to which the detection optics are sensitive was observed.
It should be noted that another difference between the OCTHz and CD-THz spectra of Fig. 2(b) lies in the detection schemes employed for each of the measurements (EO sensor versus photo-conductive receiver). The measurements illus- Fig. 2(b) , where greater high frequency magnitude is observed, may have a spectral response that is skewed toward higher frequencies than the EO scheme. This effect may partially explain the broader bandwidth of the OC-THz magnitude spectrum in Fig. 2(b) .
C. Application: Pump-Probe Data of GaAs
Optical pump-terahertz probe data obtained with this spectrometer is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) , where the transient terahertz transmission for a 450-m-thick wafer of undoped GaAs is recorded as a function of time following optical pump pulse excitation. The data are recorded with the optical gating beam at the maximum amplitude of the terahertz pulse; the time axis refers to the pump-probe delay time obtained by scanning the optical beam delay stage [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Reduced transmission of the probe beam occurs due to the pumpinduced sample absorbance of terahertz frequencies by the photogenerated carriers. An upper limit for the photoexcited carrier density corresponding to a 16 nJ pulse, a focused beam diameter of 1 mm, a reflectivity for GaAs of 33%, and an optical penetration depth of 700 nm [33] 1 is estimated to be 1.5 10 carriers/cm. This signal was detected in a double beam modulation scheme, in which both the pump beam and the terahertz source excitation beam were chopped. This step is necessary because rectification of the optical pump by the GaAs sample causes a contaminating second terahertz pulse to be incident on the receiver. This step, however, reduces the signal level by roughly a factor of three, so the SNR is considerably reduced. Fig. 4(a) also indicates the 4.5% modulation depth of the optically induced response. Although the level of this pump-induced change is modest [34] , 2 the SNR of 83 demonstrates the excellent sensitivity of this apparatus. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the time dependent absorbance spectra attained at various pump-probe delay times. These data are referenced to the steady-state absorbance spectrum for the measured GaAs sample. The plotted function is where and are the magnitude spectra for steady-state and optically induced terahertz transmission through the GaAs sample, respectively. This function yields the expected decreasing time-resolved absorbance signal with decreasing strength of . Therefore, the spectra should be zero when pump-initiated events do not give rise to absorption and the probe frequencies that are absorbed are just those of the steady-state spectrum. Hence, the series of spectra in Fig. 5(b) are termed time-resolved absorbance spectra. It is noted that the structure around 1.7 THz is due to truncation effects that result from numerical Fourier transformation of the finite length temporal data.
These data deviate substantially from the Drude model analysis performed on GaAs at higher pump excitation energies [12] , [35] . In particular, in the spectral region between 0.2 and 1.0 THz, the magnitude of the pump-initiated absorption response at 0 lies below the spectra corresponding to 5 ps. This growth over time indicates that processes other than carrier relaxation, for which the opposite trend is expected, are occurring on the time scales of less than 5 ps. Consideration of the spectrally broad, above-bandgap optical pulse used to excite electron population into the conduction band clarifies this deviation. Other studies on semiconductors have determined that carriers rapidly scatter on time scales less than 300 fs [36] out of the high mobility, highly absorbing lowest lying valleys into higher lying valleys ( and ) where absorption of FIR radiation occurs to a lesser extent [12] , [35] , [36] . The back scattering process was found to occur on an approximately 2-ps time scale [12] , [35] . This time scale is consistent with the low frequency growth in absorption illustrated in Fig. 5(b) . A major difference between the current and earlier studies is that the optical excitation wavelength, centered here at 790 nm, is less energetic. Hence, a smaller population of initially excited carriers is expected to be able to access these other valleys. Indeed, such dynamics 2 80% modulation depth from GaAs has been observed using amplified optical pump studies in a single-beam modulation configuration.
are not even evident in the time domain data in Fig. 5(a) , in contrast to the frequency integrated time domain data obtained with 580-700-nm optical excitation [35] . However, in the more sensitive, spectrally resolved presentation of the pumpprobe data in Fig. 5(b) , increased absorption is observed. It is logical to infer, therefore, that a smaller proportion of carriers reaches the higher valleys due to the lower excitation wavelength. It was determined that around 60% of the pumpcreated carriers access the higher valleys when excited with a pulse centered around a wavelength of 700 nm [35] . In the present case, this proportion of carriers is, of course, less even considering the 50-nm bandwidth of the pump-pulse. However, the ability to attain spectrally resolved data makes these rather weakly induced dynamics observable and thereby testifies to the sensitivity of the current instrument.
The spectral range between 1-1.8 THz illustrates monotonically decreasing absorption strength with increasing pumpprobe delay time, as indicated by the downward pointing arrow. This dependence is most likely due to cooling of optically generated electron population in the conduction band. However, since the exciton binding energy in GaAs is about 1 THz [37] , spectral contributions form exciton formation and relaxation dynamics may be present in the data. Pump wavelength dependent and temperature dependent studies will be employed to extract the different contributions to the transient terahertz spectra. Further measurements of this and other semiconductor and organic crystal systems are in progress.
IV. CONCLUSION
An innovative optical pump-terahertz probe spectrometer has been constructed and described in detail. The terahertz pulses that are routinely detected demonstrate nearly four decades of spectral dynamic range and a bandwidth extending to above 3.5 THz. The dynamic range is shown to be nearly an order of magnitude greater than that obtained with a comparable high repetition rate spectrometer. Finally, high-quality pump-probe data on GaAs demonstrates the applicability of this spectrometer to the study of complex relaxation processes in condensed phase media. Investigations of conducting polymers and charge-transfer reactions in solution are underway.
